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This license does not allow you to:

This license allows you to install and use the Font across all types 
of media (i.e., print, digital document, branding, social media, web, 
app, video, game) and has no limit on company size. Some 
restrictions apply, see the next section for details.

This End User License Agreement (“EULA”) is a legal agreement 
between you (“you” or the “Licensee”) and me (“me,” “I,” or “Solar 
Type”). By downloading and/or installing, copying, or using the 
Fonts by Solar Type, you are accepting and agreeing to the terms 
and conditions set out in this EULA.

If you have any questions, issues with the fonts, or have any 
suggestions, feel free to get in touch at valery@marier.design

For the purposes of this EULA, the “Font” includes the font 
software, the designs embodied therein, and all supplemental 
materials provided along with the font software

You are hereby granted a non-exclusive, non-transferrable, 
revocable, worldwide, and perpetual right and license to use the 
Font. All rights not granted in this EULA are expressly reserved by 
Solar Type.

The Font is protected under copyright and trademark law of Canada.

I reserve all rights not specified within this EULA, and retain all 
right, title, interest, and copyright in and to the Font. I make no 
guarantees, and disclaim all warranties except those proscribed by 
law. I further reserve all rights to enforce and terminate this EULA 
to the extent that it is permitted by law. You are responsible for 
making sure that you are in compliance with all laws, foreign and 
domestic, that might apply to its use.

Use the Font in a political or religious context without 
getting our permission

Use the Font to promote violence or discrimination

Convert the Font to different formats

Modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, 
disassemble, or create derivative works based on the Font

Make derivative works based on the Font

Give the Font to anyone without a copy of this contract

Use the Font for a non-fungible token (also known as an 
NFT) without getting our permission

Put the Font on public servers

Put the Font in public repositories
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I reserve all rights not specified within this EULA, and retain all right, 
title, interest, and copyright in and to the Font. I make no guarantees, 
and disclaim all warranties except those proscribed by law. I further 
reserve all rights to enforce and terminate this EULA to the extent 
that it is permitted by law. You are responsible for making sure that 
you are in compliance with all laws, foreign and domestic, that might 
apply to its use.
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LICENSE

I reserve the right to terminate the license if you use the Font 
outside of the terms set in this EULA. Upon termination you 
are obliged to delete the original and all copies of the Font 
that you control or possess.


